
1. Introduction
The sudden and fatal 2019 eruption of Whakaari in New Zealand shows that short-term forecasting, especially of 
phreatic explosions, remains a challenge even at well-monitored volcanoes. Amongst a wide range of geophys-
ical methods to observe the state of a volcanic system (e.g., Carniel et al., 2020; Caudron et al., 2021; Simons 
et  al.,  2020), the classification of seismicity is one of the most valuable for anticipating eruptions (Harlow 
et  al.,  1996; Mei et  al.,  2013; Syahbana et  al.,  2019) as it allows tracking the energy radiated from inside a 
volcanic system in near real-time (almost instant availability of data) and in high temporal resolution (hundreds 

Abstract We present an algorithm based on Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) and k-means clustering to 
recognize patterns in a continuous 12.5-year tremor time series recorded at Whakaari/White Island volcano, 
New Zealand (hereafter referred to as Whakaari). The approach is extendable to a variety of volcanic settings 
through systematic tuning of the classifier. Hyperparameters are evaluated by statistical means, yielding a 
combination of “ideal” SOM parameters for the given data set. Extending from this, we applied a Kernel 
Density Estimation approach to automatically detect changes within the observed seismicity. We categorize 
the Whakaari seismic time series into regimes representing distinct volcano-seismic states during recent 
unrest episodes at Whakaari (2012/2013, 2016, and 2019). There is a clear separation in classification results 
between background regimes and those representing elevated levels of unrest. Onset of unrest is detected by the 
classifier 6 weeks before the August 2012 eruption, and ca. 3.5 months before the December 2019 eruption, 
respectively. Regime changes are corroborated by changes in commonly monitored tremor proxies as well 
as with reported volcanic activity. The regimes are hypothesized to represent diverse mechanisms including: 
system pressurization and depressurization, degassing, and elevated surface activity. Labeling these regimes 
improves visualization of the 2012/2013 and 2019 unrest and eruptive episodes. The pre-eruptive 2016 unrest 
showed a contrasting shape and nature of seismic regimes, suggesting differing onset and driving processes. 
The 2016 episode is proposed to result from rapid destabilization of the shallow hydrothermal system, while 
rising magmatic gases from new injections of magma better explain the 2012/2013 and 2019 episodes.

Plain Language Summary Volcanoes produce different patterns and intensities of ground 
motions prior to eruptions, detectable in seismic signals. In this study, we investigate how the seismic signals 
recorded at Whakaari, New Zealand evolved between 2008 and 2020. We test an approach based on Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) to distinguish and classify seismic signals. Since classification results strongly depend on 
how the classifier is tuned, we investigate how it is best set up using test data sets. The classification provides 
a set of so-called “seismic regimes,” which represent the relative dominance of different types of earthquake 
activity over time. To interpret how these regimes relate to volcanic processes, we compared them against 
reported volcanic activity. We show that the classifier distinguishes between normal and elevated seismic 
activity, possibly associated with increasing gas pressure within the volcano. This pressurization is a possible 
eruption precursor. We observe that the 2012/2013 and 2019 volcanic episodes at Whakaari have similar 
regime progression patterns, likely reflecting arrival of increased fluxes of magmatic gas at shallow depths. By 
contrast a shorter-lived progression to an eruption in 2016 likely resulted from enhanced shallow trapping of 
background gas supply.
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of data points per second). To better understand volcanic and hydrothermal processes driving observed seismic-
ity, perennial seismic records are the main target of investigation (Carniel, 2014; Carniel, Barbui, & Jolly, 2013; 
Carniel, Jolly, & Barbui, 2013; Caudron et al., 2021; Dempsey et al., 2020; Langer et al., 2009, 2011; Unglert 
& Jellinek, 2017). Automatic classification of continuous tremor has helped to detect temporally coherent (but 
still dynamic) tremor regimes, which may be diagnostic of pre-eruptive, syn-eruptive, and post-eruptive activity. 
Tremor regimes can be persistent over hours to days (e.g., Carniel et al., 2003, Carniel, Barbui, & Jolly, 2013; 
Carniel, Jolly, & Barbui, 2013; Langer et al., 2011) or weeks to months (e.g., Jaquet & Carniel, 2003; Langer 
et al., 2009; Unglert & Jellinek, 2017). Besides purely volcanic activity, tremor signals also commonly contain 
external, nonvolcanic features (e.g., ocean wave patterns), which must be considered when analyzing continuous 
seismic records (Carniel, 2003; Carniel & Tárraga, 2006; Jolly, 2019; Seropian et al., 2021; Yates et al., 2019).

To automatically categorize tremor signals for relevance to volcanic activity, the choice of an appropriate classifier 
is crucial (Carniel & Guzmán, 2020; Orozco-Alzate et al., 2012). Supervised classifiers, such as Random Forests 
(Dempsey et al., 2020) or Novelty Detection methods (Manley et al., 2021), require training with an already clas-
sified or labeled data set (training stage). After training, labels can automatically be assigned to unlabeled data 
(test stage). Alternatively, unsupervised techniques, such as Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) (Kohonen, 1982; e.g., 
in Carniel, Barbui, & Jolly, 2013; Carniel, Jolly, & Barbui, 2013; Köhler et al., 2010; Langer et al., 2009, 2011; 
Unglert et al., 2016) and Principal Component Analysis (Pearson, 1901; e.g., in Unglert & Jellinek, 2017; Unglert 
et al., 2016), are approaches that are independent from any prelabeled data sets in the training stage and usually 
applied to investigate hidden structures within a data set. This provides a major advantage over supervised meth-
ods, because reliable prelabeled training data sets are rare and time-consuming to prepare in most volcano obser-
vatory settings. On the other hand, classifications resulting from unsupervised approaches must be subsequently 
interpreted to be meaningful. SOM-based classification approaches are promising for developing early warnings 
(e.g., Carniel, Jolly, & Barbui, 2013; Langer et al., 2011, 2022), but are not yet widely applied to volcanic tremor. 
This is due to validation uncertainties (Unglert et al., 2016), because classifications depend heavily on SOM 
settings and input data parameters.

The main objective of this study is to demonstrate and test a new systematic tuning approach, to derive an 
unsupervised SOM-based classifier suited to a range of volcanic settings. We test suitability and effectiveness 
of the method to seismic data recorded on Whakaari (White Island), New Zealand between 2008 and 2020. 
Using observational data over the same timeframe, we interpret tremor regime changes in relation to possible 
tremor-source mechanisms.

1.1. Whakaari Volcano

Whakaari is an andesitic-dacitic composite cone 50 km north of the Bay of Plenty, in New Zealand's North Island 
(Figure 1). Over the last 50 years, the volcano has undergone episodes of intense fumarolic and degassing activity, 
including sudden explosive phreatic and phreatomagmatic eruptions, most recently in 2012/2013, 2016, and 2019 
(Chardot et al., 2015; Jolly et al., 2018; Kennedy et al., 2020; Kilgour et al., 2019; Kilgour, Kennedy, et al., 2021; 
Kilgour, Moune, et al., 2021; Walsh et al., 2019), small lava-dome extrusion episodes and small-scale ash-venting 
events (Jolly et al., 2017, 2020). These episodes of elevated unrest and eruptions occur between quieter periods 
with little or no anomalous surface activity observed.

Whakaari hosts an active hydrothermal system in the upper ∼1 km of the vent fill, which strongly influences the 
local seismicity (Christenson et al., 2017; Giggenbach, 1987; Heap et al., 2017; Jolly et al., 2017, 2018; Nishi 
et al., 1996). Below the hydrothermal system, multiple magma storage regions are inferred at depths between 2 
and 9 km (Cole et al., 2000; Houghton & Nairn, 1991; Kilgour, Moune, et al., 2021). Jolly et al. (2017, 2018) 
detected repeating very long period (VLP) seismicity at ∼1-km depth and inferred this to be the top of a shal-
low magma storage zone, overlain by a magma carapace. The carapace traps gas and is a point source of some 
of the most common seismic events at Whakaari. Whakaari is monitored by GNS Science through the GeoNet 
programme with two seismo-acoustic sites normally in operation. Only one site (WIZ) is used for this analysis as 
it provides the most continuous data set that covers the 12.5 years of the study.

At Whakaari, continuous tremor signals were analyzed by Dempsey et al. (2020), to develop a forecasting system 
based on automatic precursor recognition, and by Chardot et al. (2015), who applied a Failure Forecast Model 
to distinguish between different episodes of unrest and to anticipate eruptive activity. Caudron et  al.  (2021) 
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analyzed several geophysical and geochemical time series, to describe differ-
ent volcanic states at Whakaari, including nine pre-eruptive, syn-eruptive, 
and post-eruptive episodes between 2007 and 2018. Real Time Seismic 
Amplitude Measurement (RSAM; Endo & Murray,  1991) and Displace-
ment Seismic Amplitude Ratio (DSAR; Caudron et al., 2019) proved useful 
at Whakaari to infer volcanic and hydrothermal source processes (Caudron 
et al., 2021).

1.2. Unrest Model for Phreatic Systems

Whakaari's seismic and eruptive record contains frequent activity, involving 
both magmatic and hydrothermal elements. We use an unsupervised classifier 
on this data set to test if new inferences about potential seismic radiation sources 
emerge. The data are rich enough to evaluate complexities in the evolutionary 
patterns of unrest. Wet volcanic systems are characterized by constant interplay 
between fluid restriction and system pressurization (e.g., via a hydrothermal 
seal) and the supply and upward migration of fluids. Based on this, we formulate 
a model for unrest progression cycles at Whakaari (cf. Stix & de Moor, 2018).

The long-term source of magmatic fluids (magma, gases, water vapor) at 
Whakaari derives from intrusions into the upper and middle crust at ∼1–9-
km depth (Jolly et al., 2018; Kilgour, Moune, et al., 2021). As deep magmatic 
fluids ascend into the upper conduit system, they form the first phase of unrest 
(Figure 2). These deep-sourced fluids may be augmented by other magmatic 

fluids released by dehydration and crystallization of stalled magma bodies resident at very shallow levels (∼1-2 
km deep) (Kilgour, Moune, et al., 2021). Collectively, magmatic inputs interact with meteoric fluids that circulate 
within the hydrothermal system of the upper volcano (Christenson et al., 2017), generating a second phase of 
unrest. During formation of a hydrothermal reservoir, a capping/seal layer will sometimes form through miner-
alization (especially, but not exclusively, of elemental sulfur), pore-blocking and clay-alteration (Christenson 
et al., 2010, 2017; Heap et al., 2017; Kanakiya et al., 2021; Scolamacchia & Cronin, 2016; Stix & de Moor, 2018). 
A seal insulates deeper fluids from cooler surface conditions and allows pressure to build up (Figure 2). Sealing 
and pressurization are most readily observable in systems with a crater lake, which is often present at Whakaari. 
Crater lake water cools and rises during a system state of high restriction (e.g., when sealing has occurred to high 
levels) or heats up and recedes in relatively open-degassing states (Christenson et al., 2010, 2017). Depressuriza-
tion can occur by progressive degassing under stable conditions in which the system is gradually opened. Alter-
natively, a sudden pressure release and eruption can occur, facilitated, e.g., by rapid seal failure and explosive 
flashing of the liquid to steam (Figure 2). In highly restricted systems, even small accumulations of magmatic 
gas below an efficient seal may lead to high pressures and eruption. Alternatively, rapid change in seal proper-
ties may cause eruption (such as temperature induced changes in the presence and viscosity of elemental sulfur; 
Christenson et al., 2010). By contrast, for an open-degassing system, the only way to overpressure it is via a 
sudden change to a high gas flux (e.g., magmatic gas pulse from depth; Jolly et al., 2010). Both cases, gradual 
and sudden pressure release, mark the terminal stage of an unrest cycle.

Using this simple cycle model, we examine a 12.5-year continuous seismic record for unrest events at Whakaari. 
We examine why this pattern fits some eruption episodes, but not others.

2. Data and Methods
2.1. Data Acquisition and Preprocessing

Seismic data were acquired from the GeoNet Federation of Digital Seismograph Networks (FDSN) server for 
the time period between June 2008 to December 2020. The miniseed data were recorded by the vertical compo-
nent sensor (100 Hz) of seismic broadband station “WIZ” located on the south eastern crater rim of Whakaari 
(Figure 1).

Raw seismic data are converted into RSAMs. Originally, RSAM returns the mean amplitude value of a 1-min 
window of the raw signal between 2 and 5 Hz (Endo & Murray, 1991). We use 10-s spaced windows to calculate a 
“modified” RSAM in order to maintain more detail from the raw data compared to 1-min averages. As we seek to 

Figure 1. Satellite image of Whakaari (05/2019), New Zealand, including 
the location of broadband seismic station WIZ on the SE flank and the former 
areas of the 2012 lava dome at the western-central vent (labeled as “1”) and 
the South-East vents active during the 2012/2013 and 2016 eruptive periods 
(“2” and “3”; Kilgour, Kennedy, et al., 2021). Map data: Google Earth, Maxar 
Technology (© 2021). Inset: New Zealand, trace of the Taupō Volcanic Zone 
(TVZ) (red line) and location of Whakaari (red triangle).
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Figure 2.
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examine the effect of varying bandwidths and time window lengths on classification results, we calculate RSAM 
in 13 different frequency bands between 0.01 and 15 Hz (Table 1) before applying a rolling nonoverlapping time 
window of seven different lengths (1, 3, 6, 12, 24, 48, 120 hr) to these new time series. This provides us with 
13 × 7 = 91 RSAM time series (hereinafter referred to as the “preprocessed data sets”) consisting of between 
109,775 (for 1-h long time windows between 2008 and 2020) and 921 datapoints (120 hr). The seismic trace in 
each individual window is represented by 759 numerical descriptors (features), based on which the classifier 
evaluates similarities and differences between windows. This set of features (i.e., the feature vector) derives from 
a library built into the “tsfresh” Python package (Christ et al., 2018) and includes statistical features based on 
characteristics of seismic data such as waveform or spectral content (e.g., absolute energy, Fourier coefficients, 
entropy, kurtosis). At this stage, we use all features from the library, whereas a feature selection procedure is 
applied after cluster analysis (see Section 2.4). Potential (quasi-homogenous) noise added by the large number 
of features is naturally compensated by the SOM algorithm, which is designed to filter variation within the data. 
Technical artifacts due to erroneous recording by the seismometer were removed from the preprocessed data sets 
by applying minimum and maximum velocity thresholds. This step removed 0.7% (for 1 hr) to 3.5% (for 120 hr) 
of all windows. We then feed all 91 preprocessed input data sets into an SOM classifier.

2.2. SOM and k-Means Clustering

SOMs are a type of artificial neural network first introduced by Kohonen (1982) to investigate input data for inter-
nal structures. This is achieved by spatially organizing neurons into a topological map (usually two dimensional). 
Map-neurons adapt to the pattern of the data presented to it via feature values in a training data set, so that input 
data structure is eventually represented by the arrangement of the neural network (Ponmalai & Kamath, 2019). 
For the SOM application in this study, we use the “SOMPy” Python library (Moosavi & Packmann, 2014). Once 

Figure 2. Stages of a conceptual phreatic unrest model at Whakaari. Seismic station “WIZ” is indicated on the slope of the volcano, and different sources of seismicity 
are indicated in each stage. A state of unrest is initially caused by a new injection of magma from deeper layers, or as a consequence of ascending gases (onset of 
unrest). Volatiles interacting with the hydrothermal system may derive from both magma already residing at shallow depths and from new magmatic injections. Primary 
source of system restriction in this model is a mineralogical seal, yet other processes may contribute to system pressurization (e.g., sudden intrusion of meteoric water 
and interaction with magmatic fluids). In the last stage the system is depressurized, either gradually (through slow formation of pathways and progressive degassing) or 
rapidly (through fast crack formation and hydrothermal explosion).

Table 1 
Overview of Frequency Bands Used for the Analysis (VLP—Very Long Period; LP—Long Period; HF—High Frequency)

Frequency band (Hz) Description Literature

0.01–15.00 Entire tremor frequency band Dempsey et al. (2020)

0.03–0.12 VLP frequency band at Whakaari Jolly et al. (2017)

0.20–5.00 Lower LP limit to upper HF limit at Whakaari Jolly et al. (2017)

Main LP and tremor band Neuberg et al. (2000)

0.50–1.10 LP frequency band at Whakaari Jolly et al. (2017)

1.00–2.90 Superfamily I LP-events detected at Ngauruhoe Park et al. (2019)

1.20–5.00 Tremor in SOM application to Ruapehu Carniel, Jolly, and Barbui (2013)

2.00–5.00 HF band at Whakaari Jolly et al. (2017)

Main RSAM band Dempsey et al. (2020)

2.00–6.50 Main tremor response in application of SOM to Ruapehu Carniel, Jolly, and Barbui (2013)

3.50–4.00 Superfamily II LP-events detected at Ngauruhoe Park et al. (2019)

5.00–10.00 Upper frequency of typical tremor at Pavlov McNutt (1986)

6.00–8.00 Intermediate bandwidth between peak freq. of relevant tremor measured at Ruapehu… Carniel, Jolly, and Barbui (2013)

… and min. freq. of HF bandwidth (DSAR) Caudron et al. (2019)

Peak frequency of spasmodic bursts Sherburn et al. (1998)

10.00–15.00 Bandwidth isolating HF tremor –

15.00–25.00 Maximum frequency available for this data set –
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SOM unsupervised training is finished, a cluster analysis can be applied to the feature vectors contained in each 
map neuron to obtain and visualize individual classes of input data. Here, we apply k-means clustering based on 
Euclidian distance between SOM neurons as a data compression technique, with k the number of clusters prede-
fined by the user. The k-means method is computationally faster than hierarchical clustering, but it requires the 
user to choose an appropriate number of clusters (k). The k-means algorithm groups the SOM neurons (not the 
time windows) into clusters. The individual time windows are then assigned to the cluster of their corresponding 
neuron (their “Best Matching Unit” or “BMU”). Key steps of the workflow up to this point are summarized in 
Figure 3.

2.3. Testing Hyperparameter Combinations

Choosing a similarity threshold for the number of clusters k (Cabanes & Bennani, 2010) is a key step required 
before determining the remaining hyperparameters, which are (a) the number of neurons Nn forming the map 
(i.e., the dimension of the SOM topology), (b) the selected frequency band ∆f of the input data set, and (c) the 
time window length L. To help determine k objectively, we apply three statistical tests (after Sakar, 2013): the 
Elbow method (Thorndike, 1953); the Davies-Bouldin Index (Davies & Bouldin, 1979); and the Silhouette Score 
(Rousseeuw, 1987). Each procedure investigates distances between k hypothetical clusters in every individual 
SOM and returns a score for a given k (performed for 4 ≤ k ≤ 10). Because these scores depend on the remaining 
hyperparameters, we must perform the statistical tests repeatedly for each k using all possible combinations of 
hyperparameters. Therefore, we generated SOMs of nine different sizes (25 ≤ Nn ≤ 900) using each of the 91 
preprocessed data sets, yielding 91 × 9 = 819 combinations. We then choose the number of clusters k returned 
most frequently by the statistical tests, which we kept constant for subsequent investigation of Nn, ∆f, and L. To 
statistically support the choice of Nn, ∆f, and L, we calculate topographical error (TE; i.e., the degree of map 
structure; Kiviluoto, 1996) and quantization error (QE; i.e., the quality of data representation; Kohonen, 2001) 
for each of the 819 SOMs. Both measures provide insights into the internal structure and reliability of each SOM, 
which helps to objectively define preferred combinations of hyperparameters.

2.4. Tremor Regime Detection

2.4.1. Kernel Density Estimation (KDE)

We separately trained and tested our tremor classification algorithm using data from each of three unrest episodes 
observed at Whakaari (2012/2013, 2016, 2019). For near real-time monitoring, new datapoints (i.e., time 
windows) could be tested in regular intervals using a fixed SOM trained on past data. By contrast, for the purpose 
of simply reconstructing the structure of the preprocessed data sets in this study, training data set and test data set 
are the same. Tremor regime changes are detected using a KDE method, which expresses the relative frequency 
of individual “active” clusters (i.e., the cluster a time window has been assigned to) over time. We chose the 
smoothing bandwidth for each unrest episode individually, allowing the KDE to represent cluster distribution, 
maintaining a balance between overly smoothed regimes (underfitting) and short regime durations (overfitting). 
We assigned the cluster with the highest density as the “dominant cluster” for each time step. Prolonged episodes 
with the same dominant cluster are defined as a seismo-volcanic regime. To reduce overfitting in parts of the 
record without a clear dominant cluster (especially during regime transitions), a minimum regime duration of 
5 days was forced. This period reflects a typical duration of processes observed at Whakaari, following Houghton 
and Nairn (1991). While this step facilitates detection and interpretation of individual regimes it also increases 
latency when implemented in a near real-time application. This can be controlled by using shorter time windows.

2.4.2. Feature-Importance Ranking

A common artifact of clustering is that the chosen number of clusters k is either underestimated or overestimated 
(e.g., Unglert et al., 2016). Consequently, time windows representing different volcanic states may be assigned 
to the same cluster, or alternatively, seismically very similar time windows are assigned to different clusters. 
We therefore performed a feature-importance ranking using the Mann-Whitney-U Test (MWU-test; Mann & 
Whitney,  1947), followed by the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure (Benjamini & Hochberg,  1995) to confirm 
distinction between regimes. The MWU-test compares values of a single feature within and outside a given 
regime, and determines the probability of this feature to be statistically significant for the classification. This step 
is repeated for all features. Because of the large number of features in the tsfresh library, the MWU-test produces 
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Figure 3. Workflow from raw data processing to the visualized classification result. (1) Calculation of a modified Real Time Seismic Amplitude Measurement 
(RSAM), which returns the mean amplitude value of 10-s spaced windows in the raw data. (2) Application of a rolling, nonoverlapping time window to the RSAM 
signal with L as the window length (between 1 and 120 hr), and extraction of features for each window. (3) Feature values for each time window are introduced to the 
SOM classifier and assigned to a Best Matching Unit ('BMU'; not visualized in the plot). (4) The structure of the neural network is used to identify neurons that are 
similar (i.e., they represent similar feature values of time windows and, therefore, similar seismicity). Similar BMUs (visualized in a dendrogram; adapted from Carniel, 
Jolly, and Barbui (2013)) are then grouped together in clusters. (5) Each RSAM time window is classified according to its BMU. (6) We visualize the evolution of 
clusters (i.e., different types of seismicity) over time as shown in the example plot, with each colored dot representing one time window.
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many false positives. We control for these by applying a Benjamini-Hochberg procedure, which requires a higher 
standard of statistical evidence (a lower p-value) as more tests are performed. This step ranks the most important 
features in terms of their ability to explain variation in the seismic signals (signature features).

2.4.3. Final Classification of Seismic Regimes

To tackle the problem of highly correlated features, we applied Correlation-matrix based hierarchical clustering 
(CMBHC), using feature correlation values between 0 and 1 derived from a correlation matrix as a measurement 
of similarity. CMBHC is borrowed from a medical context (e.g., Liu et al., 2012; Toloşi & Lengauer, 2011) and, in 
the context of feature selection, is more effective than k-means than hierarchical clustering as it does not require k 
to be preselected. Instead, a similarity threshold is chosen (fixed at 0.5 Euclidian distance). Here, we combine the 
CMBHC approach with Ward's clustering criterion (Ferreira & Hitchcock, 2009; Ward, 1963) to group strongly 
correlating signature features into clusters (signature clusters; i.e., a compressed representation of signature 
features) (Figure S4 in Supporting Information S1). Each regime thus can be described and grouped based on 
their signature clusters. In addition, comparison of the numerical values of representative features from signature 
clusters is needed to unambiguously distinguish regimes. To achieve unambiguity between regimes, we calculate 
the mean and standard deviation of two representative features from each regime. Preliminary labels (using Greek 
letters) are attached to the resulting regime types (FR types; i.e., regimes of the same FR type are characterized by 
the same signature features and similar feature values, and thus are likely to represent the same underlying process). 
To analyze tremor evolution we examine observational data from Whakaari as well as RSAM and DSAR values to 
infer underlying volcano-seismic processes associated with each regime type, before applying descriptive labels.

3. Results
3.1. SOM Tuning

We performed statistical tests on hyperparameters k, Nn, ∆f, and L (Figure 4) in order to assess their influence 
on tremor classification results and to find an optimized set of hyperparameters for the subsequent analysis of 
volcanic tremor recorded at Whakaari between 2008 and 2020. A visualization of how each parameter influences 
tremor classification is provided in Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1.

An ideal number of clusters of k  =  5 was determined via statistical scores for around one-third of all maps 
(Figure 4a). For k ≥ 7, a duplication effect can be observed, caused by overfitting of the data (Figure S1 in 
Supporting Information S1). This results in unwanted splitting of similar tremor patterns into different clusters. 
Subsequent analysis was thus performed with k = 5.

To evaluate the reliability of SOM classifications in relation to L and ∆f, we calculated TE (Figure 4b) and QE 
(Figure 4c) for each Nn with a constant k = 5. Across all Nn, QE mainly depends on L with an optimum at 12 hr. 
Increasing L reduces the cluster density, because fewer time windows are classified. Five-day time windows 
tend to underfit the data (most data assigned to the same cluster), while 1-hr time windows overfit the data (data 
dispersed between all clusters almost equally). TE appears more related to ∆f without a clear optimum, but with 
best performances for ∆f: 1.0–2.9 Hz and ∆f: 2.0–5.0 Hz, which both produced very similar classification results. 
Frequency bands containing tremor below 1 Hz and above 10 Hz produced significantly poorer results in terms 
of data structure. Ultimately, we set ∆f to 2.0–5.0 Hz and L = 12 hr.

TEs and QEs were calculated depending on L and ∆f repeatedly, for SOMs sized 5 × 5 (Nn = 25), 10 × 10 
(Nn = 100), 20 × 20 (Nn = 400), 30 × 30 (Nn = 900), and 50 × 50 (Nn = 2,500). On average, smaller maps 
produced lower TEs, but higher QEs. Nn is analogous to the resolution of the SOM (Figure S2 in Supporting Infor-
mation S1) and the average distance between input data and map neurons, thus increasing Nn leads to a higher QE. 
While using a small SOM size may decrease the “granularity” of window assignments, increasing the SOM size 
may cause underfitting of the data (due to the relatively small number of clusters k). Hence, it becomes insensitive 
for detecting subtle, but potentially important changes. Since larger maps did not improve classification results, 
the smallest map size with Nn = 25 neurons arranged in a 5 × 5-grid was selected as the default SOM size.

3.1.1. Overview of Optimized Hyperparameters

In Section 3.2, we compare short individual unrest episodes (subsets of the entire 12.5-year record). To maintain 
comparability among episodes, all hyperparameters were kept constant (Table 2). For this study, we used the 
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“tsfresh” feature vector (a comparison between the “tsfresh” and other feature vectors is provided in Figure S3 in 
Supporting Information S1).

3.2. Tremor Regimes

3.2.1. Unrest Episodes (EPs)

Using the predefined hyperparameters, most plots indicate a consistent 
pattern for three major unrest episodes at Whakaari (Figure 5) around the 
eruptions in 2012/2013, 2016, and 2019. Separation of the data stream 
into individual unrest periods allows investigation of potential differences 
in unrest progression of each episode. We used information from literature 
(Caudron et al., 2021; Chardot et al., 2015; Jolly et al., 2020) and the classifi-
cation results from the entire 12.5-year record to define training and test data 
sets (Figure 5) for each episode. For optimal classification results, the training 
data set for the 2011–2014 episode was extended by data from 2008 to 2011, 
a period associated with relative volcanic quiescence. For the remaining two 
episodes, extension of training data sets did not alter the classification result.

We observe from this analysis (Figure 6):

1.  A consistent dominant cluster 1, which is replaced by other clusters (clus-
ters 2–5) usually weeks to months before or between eruptive events.

2.  Correlation of appearance and disappearance of clusters with observed 
volcanic activity (hydrothermal explosions and ash venting).

Figure 4. Results from statistical evaluation of input parameters. (a) Resulting distribution of suggested k using Elbow method, Davies-Bouldin Index, and Silhouette 
Score. (b and c) Visualization of topographic and quantization errors for 10 × 10-sized SOM topologies. Blue-shaded colors indicate a low degree of map distortion, 
pink-shaded colors a high degree of map distortion, analogous to map reliability.

Table 2 
Overview of Fixed SOM Settings and Input Data Parameters

SOM mode Batch

Initialization method PCA

Number of neurons N 25

Neighborhood function Gaussian

Shape of neighborhood (lattice) Rectangular

Number of iterations 10

Map shape Planar, 5 × 5

Time window length L 12 hr

Frequency band 2–5 Hz

Feature vector tsfresh (CFCP a)

 aComprehensive feature calculation parameters dictionary (feature database).
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3.  Variable time spans dominated by clusters 2–5 prior to an eruption (cf. EP II versus EP III).
4.  Presence of “simultaneously” active clusters in EP II (e.g., clusters 3, 4, and 5 between June and August 2014), 

contrasting with single, dominant clusters in EP I and III (e.g., cluster 5 in EP III October and November).

In the following, we focus on the 2012/2013 unrest (EP I) to highlight key observations from regime detection.

3.2.2. Regime Detection and Labeling

The KDE-based approach helps to translate shifts between dominant clusters into regime changes (Figure 7), 
yielding 17 regimes throughout EP I from June 2011 to January 2014. While most regime changes detected via 
the KDE method are obvious, some changes are missed, such as the onset of unrest in August 2011 (Chardot 
et al., 2015; Jolly et al., 2017). Instead, the first regime change is detected around February 2012 (cluster 5, R2). 
Further oscillation between the main cluster 1 (R3) and cluster 5 (R4) follows, with diverse patterns between the 
hydrothermal explosions in August 2012 and May 2013 (R5–R12). Regime detection was in part affected by the 
choice of a suitable KDE bandwidth (Figure S4 in Supporting Information S1).

Assessment of dominant clusters suggests that EP I includes distinctive seismic patterns. However, unambigu-
ous assignment of a dominant cluster to a specific process is not possible at this stage, due to the nature of the 
clustering algorithm. Feature analysis (MWU-test, Benjamini-Hochberg procedure, CMBHC, and feature value 
assessment) yielded five different regime types, preliminarily labeled as α-type to ε-type (Figure 8; Figures S5 
and S6 in Supporting Information S1).

The Benjamini-Hochberg procedure indicated a lack of statistically significant features for R2, R10, R12, and 
R14, thus these regimes were omitted from subsequent considerations. R4 and R5 (β-type) as well as R6 and R7 
(γ-type) belong to the same respective “FR type” (see Section 2.4.3), despite being characterized by different 
dominant clusters. Conversely, R6 and R8, characterized by the same dominant cluster, were assigned to different 

Figure 5. Pattern evolution at Whakaari, across the entire data period 2008–2020, each colored dot represents one tremor window (colors are arbitrary). Vertical lines 
indicate key observations of volcanic activity. Red shaded areas correspond to test data sets and are labeled according to the respective unrest episode. Note that due to 
the resolution of the plot individual tremor windows seem to merge (e.g., the solid line at cluster 4 represents closely spaced data points).
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Figure 6. Overview of visualized tremor patterns across all three unrest episodes at Whakaari. Note the different durations of each episode, and different temporal 
scales of the plots. Colors of clusters are arbitrary.
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Figure 7. Kernel Density Estimation (top) of clusters results in the detection of seismic regimes (colored bars, bottom) for episode I. Color of bars correspond to the 
dominant cluster of each regime according to Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) analysis. Minimum duration of regimes was set to 10 windows (5 days, see main text 
for explanation). A correction was applied when the KDE-based dominant cluster deviated from the actual dominant cluster (corresponding to the cluster most tremor 
windows are assigned to within a regime). Regimes without statistically important features are labeled in cursive (lower line) and were disregarded in further analysis.

Figure 8. Real Time Seismic Amplitude Measurement (RSAM) and Displacement Seismic Amplitude Ratio (DSAR) time series projected on top of the classified 
regime FR types (arbitrary colors) at Whakaari for EP I. Regimes without significant features following the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure are labeled as unclassified 
(white). Below are the regimes as detected by the KDE algorithm (colors correspond to the dominant clusters, see Figure 7), alongside with a time line of observations 
made at Whakaari.
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FR types (γ-type and δ-type). This highlights the importance of conducting a feature ranking (FR) alongside 
cluster distribution analysis from SOM classification and cluster analysis. Finding possible underlying source 
processes explaining each regime type follows in Section 4.

4. Discussion
The unsupervised classifier method, based on the SOM-algorithm and k-means shows promise in automatically 
identifying changes in the volcano-seismic record at Whakaari. Applying KDE to the distribution of clusters and 
an FR analysis, we assigned each regime to one of five FR types. Focusing on EP I (2012–2013), we discuss our 
results against the background of reported volcanic activity, DSAR and RSAM time series, and an hypothesized 
unrest model for phreatic systems.

4.1. Interpretation of Regime Types

4.1.1. First Unrest Cycle: Initial Phase

A clear separation occurs between the dominant cluster 1 and the other clusters (Figure 7). Cluster 1 is active in 
the earliest and latest stages of all episodes and is usually accompanied by the lowest RSAM and DSAR levels, 
as well as a unique FR type (α-type, Figure 8). All regimes dominated by other clusters are characterized by 
higher levels of either RSAM or DSAR, or both, and accompany intereruption or immediate pre-eruption phases. 
Regime changes from cluster 1 thus indicate a shift away from background states. This is supported by key 
features of α-type regimes, which indicate a stable (predictable) low energy signal (further explanation of key 
features is provided in Table S1 in Supporting Information S1).

The onset of unrest in EP I based on seismic records was retrospectively estimated as 15 August 2011 (low-level 
tremor; Chardot et al., 2015), or 19–21 August 2011 (swarms of discrete VLP/LP/HF earthquake events; Jolly 
et al., 2017). In our classification, the first time window assigned outside cluster 1 appears on 17 August. This 
is not picked up by the KDE detector, but could reflect ascending fluids from either the deeper regions of the 
magma storage reservoir (up to 9-km deep), or shallower magma-ponding levels (1–2  km). The first regime 
change to cluster 5 is detected only in February 2012 (R2), which follows strong changes in gas chemistry noted 
mid-January (Caudron et  al.,  2021). In late February, there is a shift back to the background cluster 1 (R3), 
accompanied by decreasing RSAM and DSAR values, possibly indicating a reduced gas flux.

4.1.2. First Unrest Cycle: Seal Forming Phase and Hydrothermal Explosion

In late June 2012, RSAM (Chardot et al., 2015) and DSAR values increased sharply. This may indicate new fluids 
ascending into the hydrothermal system, detected by the algorithm as R4 (Figure 8). Christenson et al. (2017) 
interpreted that sulfur sealing and gas entrapment occurred beneath the western-central vent (Figure 1) during 
this episode. This reflects the second phase of the unrest model, during which a hydrothermal seal traps fluids, 
causing new seismic regimes. Hence, R4, labeled as β-type regime, possibly constitutes a state of increasing 
pressurization. Seal failure possibly caused the hydrothermal explosion on 5 August 2012, terminating the first 
unrest cycle and marked by a transition to R5.

4.1.3. Second Unrest Cycle: 2012 Lava-Dome Extrusion and Further Pressurization

Caudron et  al.  (2019) interpret high DSAR as a response to reduced permeability of the upper layers of a 
vent-hydrothermal system and an attendant increase in gas pressure. Even though their respective dominant 
clusters differ, R4 and R5 are both labeled as β-type regimes and accompanied by a similarly increasing DSAR. 
However, after a major pressure release through the hydrothermal explosion and removal of a potential miner-
alogical seal, we expect DSAR values to decrease. Christenson et al. (2017) argued that the explosion cleared 
the pathway for magma to rise to the western-central vent, which caused the extrusion of a lava dome (Jolly 
et al., 2020) plugging the vent. The intrusion of magma into the shallow system (Jolly et al., 2020) could explain 
subsequent increase of gas pressure, expressed as rising DSAR. Hence, R5 could reflect another pressurization 
regime (β-type), initiating a second unrest cycle. However, rather than a hydrothermal seal, the second unrest 
cycle is primarily driven by system blockage by the lava dome and magma intruded below it.

Although the hypothesized onset of magmatic extrusion in early September 2012 (Jolly et al., 2020) is missed 
by the algorithm, we observe a change from β-type (R4, R5) to γ-type regimes (R6, R7) in late September. 
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A key difference separating both regime types is the distribution of feature values related to the deviation 
between consecutive data points (or signal unsteadiness) in the seismic trace over a 10-s interval (indicated 
by feature “change_quantiles”). This indicates a high signal variability compared to absolute RSAM levels, 
which is a unique feature across all regimes of EP I (Figure 9). It is possible that dome cooling is accompa-
nied by very low but unstable RSAM. Jolly et al. (2020) note the emergence of gliding spectral lines in early 
September, prior to the regime change from R5 to R6 (late September). This regime change could reflect 
subtle variation of the tremor signals accompanying a transition between dome extrusion and cooling (Jolly 
et al., 2020). Different settings (shorter tremor windows and larger maps) resulted in an earlier onset of R6 in 
mid-September, closer to observations made by Jolly et al. (2020). The temporal offset between onset of glid-
ing spectral lines and regime change might reflect inaccurate clustering. However, β-type and γ-type regimes 
likely indicate two states of increasing pressurization. Considering that pressurization mechanisms in the other 
two episodes might deviate from those in EP I we will refer to β-type and γ-type regimes as pressurization 
modes 1 and 2 without further distinction in this study. Detail to the distinction between pressurization and 
nonpressurization regimes, or even between pressurization modes, could be added by investigating the distri-
bution of RSAM residuals via applying the Failure Forecast Method (FFM) on RSAM increases (Chardot 
et al., 2015).

4.1.4. Second Unrest Cycle: Depressurization and Gradual Degassing

From late December 2012 onward, Christenson et al. (2017) reported strong gas emissions, increased hydrother-
mal activity and steady evaporation of the crater lake (Figure 8). They attributed the increased gas flux toward the 
SE vent, due to plugging of the western-central vent by the lava dome. This change in gas flux is accompanied 
by a transition from R7 to R8 and a decline of DSAR values. Vigorous hydrothermal activity (GeoNet, Volcanic 
Activity Bulletin [“VAB”] White Island [“WI”] 2013/02) commenced in mid-January and increasing viscosity of 
the crater mud/sulfur fill was observed during small jetting events (Caudron et al., 2021; Christenson et al., 2017; 
Edwards et al., 2017; Jolly et al., 2016). These processes eventually led to the complete evaporation of the lake 
(Christenson et al., 2017; GeoNet, VAB WI 2013/06) accompanied by the highest RSAM values of the entire EP 
I (Figure 8). The onset of such strong surface activity corresponds with the transition from R8 to R9. The mud/
sulfur eruptions also produced persistent seismo-acoustic impulses with harmonic tremor-like signatures (Jolly 
et al., 2016), which were likely detected by the classifier.

Collectively, this activity corresponds to the terminal phase of the second unrest cycle, characterized by degas-
sing through a progressively opening system. In contrast to the first unrest cycle, where volatiles were trapped 
to fuel the August 2012 explosion, permeability gradually increased underneath the SE vent to allow gases and 
pressure to be released. Therefore, depressurization is a key underlying source process of R8 (δ-type), while R9 
(ε-type) reflects near-open-degassing or strong surface activity, with the system largely depressurized. Degassing 
occurred during both periods, thus the seismic trace in R8 is likely a result of superposition of depressurization 
signals (and associated elastic response of the crust) and degassing.

Based on the integration of regimes within the range of observations, we assign a set of labels related to the under-
lying source processes to each regime, including: “background seismicity” (α-type), “pressurization” (β-type and 
γ-type), “depressurization” (δ-type) and “surface activity/free degassing” (ε-type). We will use the final model to 
compare episode I (2012–2013) with EP II (2016) and EP III (2019) (Figure 10).

Figure 9. Feature “change_quantiles” is a key feature for γ-type regimes and usually correlates strongly with RSAM levels. 
An exception occurs in the period between the ash-venting events (dashed lines) in September 2012 and in January 2013, 
indicated by the red arrow. The dotted line indicates the observation of the lava dome in November 2012, red vertical lines 
indicate eruptions.
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Figure 10.
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4.2. Insights From Other Unrest Episodes

4.2.1. Resemblance Between Episodes I and III (2019)

Possible onsets of seismic unrest in EP III were identified in May (GeoNet, VAB WI 2019/02) and June 2019 
(GeoNet, VAB WI 2019/04). Tremor windows outside the background cluster also occur in March 2019 
(Figure  6), indicating another possible unrest onset date. However, the first classified regime change only 
appears in August (Figure 10). As in EP I, the KDE detector missed the onset of unrest. Park et al.  (2020) 
noticed the occurrence of VLP events associated with magmatic intrusions from midcrustal layers prior to EP 
I and EP III. These relatively deep processes are apparently missed by the algorithm which is more sensitive 
to migration of fluids to shallower levels, near the magmatic carapace at 1-km depth and above into the hydro-
thermal system. It is possible that the deep tremor signal is attenuated or too weak to be detected with the KDE 
bandwidth applied. Larger bandwidths detected both onsets, but also overfitted later regimes and decreased the 
overall classification accuracy. Hence, to detect subtle initial deviations from background activity, a dynamic 
detector is needed to be very sensitive in early stages of unrest, but without distorting the detection of later 
regimes.

In EP III, β-type and γ-type patterns of pressurization are followed by degassing (ε-type), which we also observed 
in EP I (Figure 10). Following the model of phreatic unrest evolution, the December 2019 eruption could be a 
sudden gas release terminating the unrest cycle, expressed by depressurization or degassing regimes after the 
explosion. However, we observe degassing regimes earlier, from mid-November onward. At the same time, SO2 
output increased during the months before the eruption (GeoNet, VAB WI 2019/08), along with elevated hydro-
thermal activity (GeoNet, VAB WI 2019/09). Thus, we could also have expected ε-type regimes earlier than 
November. The algorithm missing further pressurization regimes is likely due to multiple overlapping processes 
contributing to the seismic signals, from which our approach only highlights the dominant regime. The 2019 
unrest was possibly initiated by ascending fluids driving system pressurization, even though the exact start date 
remains unclear. Surficial hydrothermal activity then became more prominent and overprinted the pressurization 
signals, causing degassing regimes. Development of pathways and degassing likely preceded the final stage of the 
unrest cycle, which, after weeks of pressurization, terminates with a hydrothermal explosion in December 2019 
(Figure 10). Thus, the first unrest cycle in EP I (2012), as well as EP III (2019) show some similarities in terms 
of the conceptual stages of the unrest model (Figure 11). Yet, release of volatiles and surface activity might have 
occurred to a higher degree prior to the December 2019 eruption than before the August 2012 eruption, explain-
ing the appearance of degassing regimes in EP III.

Figure 10. Model of unrest evolution for episodes I, II, and III at Whakaari, using the set of labels derived from our interpretations of the underlying tremor signals. 
Timing of the regime changes were calculated by means of Kernel Density Estimation and analysis of feature values. In episode I (2012/2013), a first unrest cycle, 
driven by renewed gas flux and hydrothermal sealing, is followed by a second cycle, which is initiated by blockage of the western-central vent through lava dome 
growth and terminated by gradual formation of degassing pathways underneath the SE vent. Classification results for EP II are less clear due to the pulsating nature of 
clusters (pulses indicated for EP II; also visible in Figure 6) complicating recognition of regime changes by the KDE detector. By contrast, EP III produces a consistent 
image of pressurization and depressurization similar to EP I, representing another unrest cycle (without a defined onset).

Figure 11. Comparison of proposed unrest cycles at Whakaari between 2012 and 2020 based on observed clusters and 
seismic regimes. In contrast to the long-term increase of pressure inside the volcanic system during EPs I and III under 
constant gas flux, the process of pressurization in EP II was possibly enhanced by a sudden injection of magmatic volatiles 
or meteoric water into the hydrothermal system, leading to quick formation of a mineralogical seal (Kennedy et al., 2020). 
Unrest stages refer to those visualized and explained in Figure 2.
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4.2.2. Contrast Between Episodes I and II (2016)

During EP II two “pulses” of nonbackground clusters are noted in late May 2014 and October 2015 (Figure 6). 
Both are accompanied by increases in DSAR and RSAM, which the KDE detector recognizes (Figure 10, episode 
II). The second pulse indicates a degassing regime, which correlates with high gas output described by Caudron 
et al. (2021). Other regime changes also occur, but these flip between dominant cluster assignments. This shows 
that KDE is not always suited to automatically detect regimes, especially if there are multiple possible dominant 
clusters. In EPs I, where regime changes are much sharper and fewer clusters were active, the detector performed 
much better. The distinct nature of the clustering in EP II could reflect one or more of the following possibilities:

1.  EP II is a likely continuation of EP I, separated by a period of relative quiescence (e.g., Caudron et al., 2021; 
Jolly et al., 2018, 2020; Kilgour et al., 2019; Park et al., 2020). This would explain why it does not show a 
distinct onset of seismic unrest. The complex labeling around the August/October 2013 eruptions after the 
second unrest cycle in EP I indicates a similar state to that during EP II. This state is not well identified by 
the classifier.

2.  While there might have been a long-term contribution of fresh magmatic fluids to the 2012/2013 and 2019 
unrest episodes (GeoNet, VAB WI 2020/03), there are indications that the 2016 event was fueled by short-
term increase of flux of volatiles and, subsequently, sealing and crack closure in the upper conduit (Kennedy 
et al., 2020). VLP events analyzed by Park et al. (2020) occurred months before eruptive activity in EP I and 
EP III and were interpreted as an indicator of magmatic injections. By contrast, Jolly et al. (2018) noted VLP 
activity was present only for a few hours before the 2016 explosion in EP II. Involvement of fresh magmatic 
fluids may therefore affect clustering.

3.  Dempsey et al. (2020) suggested a shallow trigger mechanism was responsible for the 2016 eruptive episode, 
based on the lack of seismic precursors to the eruption. Ballistics ejected during the 2016 eruption analyzed 
by Kennedy et al. (2020) further indicate decreased permeability of country rock breccia and, thus, increased 
system restriction hours before the eruption. Sudden changes within the system 2 hr or less before an eruption 
(Jolly et al., 2018) would likely remain undetected by the algorithm when using 12-hr time windows.

These observations highlight the contrast between EP II and the other two unrest periods. In the EPs I and III 
cases, the long period of magmatic fluids rising into the shallow hydrothermal system gradually increased the 
pressure as seals formed. This was identified well by the algorithm. If the VLP intensity identified by Jolly 
et al. (2018) indicated a rapid and large gas slug, then this short-lived slug itself—hindered by a (partially) sealed 
system (Kennedy et al., 2020)—may have driven the 2016 eruption. Alternatively, the explosion may have been 
caused by meteoric fluids trapped below a mineralogical seal, without involvement of deeper magmatic fluids 
(Kennedy et al., 2020). In both cases, the algorithm would be unable to detect any longer-term evolution in EP II, 
due to the absence of long-term ascent of new magmatic fluids. These results suggest that the approach could be 
used to detect differences between the drivers of unrest, which could be an exciting subject of future investigation.

4.3. External, Nonvolcanic Tremor Sources

One of the most common problems of volcanic tremor analysis is distinguishing it from nonvolcanic external 
noise. External sources can be transient (e.g., regional or distal tectonic earthquakes), continuous (e.g., surf noise, 
seasonal, and atmospheric phenomena; Yates et al., 2019), or periodic (e.g., lunar effects; Caudron et al., 2021) 
and may trigger regime changes by sudden or gradual impact. Two of the most common external noise sources are 
microseisms, e.g., due to wave action (Ensing et al., 2017; Yates, 2018), and tectonic earthquakes. Noise originat-
ing from wave action is persistent enough to be accounted for by the SOM algorithm (Ponmalai & Kamath, 2019) 
and is unrelated to regime changes. Large tectonic earthquakes, however, significantly affect seismic patterns 
over time periods similar to regime durations, so they can be confused with volcanic regime-change triggers 
(Carniel et  al.,  2003,  2008; Carniel & Tárraga,  2006; Jolly et  al.,  2018; Lesage et  al.,  2008,  2014; Seropian 
et al., 2021). Usually tectonic earthquake events have an immediate impact on the tremor signal (e.g., Carniel 
et al., 2003), so that regime changes would be coincidental. Yates et al. (2019) identified tectonic events between 
2007 and late 2016 that affected tremor, or decreased subsequent coseismic velocity. We extended this list with 
events following the same criteria (Table S2 in Supporting Information S1) using the Quake Search Tool provided 
by GeoNet. From events within days of a regime change (before and after, considering inaccuracies from regime 
change detection), we found no evidence of a nonvolcanic earthquake shifting the dominant regime at Whakaari. 
Hence, the regime changes detected in this study are predominantly related to volcanic processes.
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5. Conclusions
We developed an algorithm based on SOM and k-means clustering to recognize patterns in a continuous tremor 
signal recorded at Whakaari/White Island volcano, New Zealand, between 2008 and 2020. The approach improves 
objectivity in volcanic state interpretation and can be used in a variety of settings, by requiring very few hyper-
parameters and using unsupervised classifiers that are locally tuned. In addition, we tested a tool based on KDE 
to automatically detect seismic regime changes. Using this tool, we categorize the Whakaari seismic signals into 
different regimes, representing distinct volcano-seismic states. Applying this approach to three unrest episodes at 
Whakaari (2012/2013, 2016, 2019) we show that an SOM-based classifier utilizing statistical means corresponds 
well with other observational data. The feasibility of an automated classifier should be investigated with more 
data sets, but the tuning approach described here provides a structured means to identify patterns in seismic time 
series leading to a more reliable understanding of the target volcano.

We observe a clear separation between background regimes and elevated levels of unrest. In EPs I and III, the 
transition from background to unrest regimes occurs 6 weeks before the August 2012 eruption, and ca. 3.5 months 
prior to the December 2019 eruption. Regime changes correlate well with DSAR and RSAM values, as well as 
with reported volcanic activity, especially during the 2012/2013 and 2019 unrest episodes. Dominant processes 
are identified as system pressurization, depressurization, and elevated surface activity associated with degassing, 
which repeated in a similar pattern across the 2012/2013 and 2019 episodes. The evolutionary pathway of unrest 
for the EP II 2016 eruption may differ as a result of a rapid propagation/trapping of fluids, contrasting with the 
pressurization-depressurization pattern found for EPs I and III. The algorithm presented here thus helps to inter-
pret tremor signals in order to identify ongoing volcanic processes (especially for magmatic unrest cycles), which 
could be a valuable addition to existing seismic monitoring techniques and eruption forecasting approaches.
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